We prove a main theorem: Theorem. There always exists a minimal linearly ordered d-extension of a GO space, where a LOTS Y is said to be a linearly ordered d-extension of a GO space (X, r, Q ) if Y contains X as a dense subspace and the ordering of Y extends the ordering d of X. As some applications of the Theorem, (1) we give a partial negative answer to a problem: "Does every perfect GO space have a perfect orderable d-extension?" (2) For a discrete space (X, r) of cardinality wr, there is a linear ordering d of X such that (X, 7, Q ) is a GO space and whose every linearly ordered d-extension contains an order preserving copy of the ordinal space wr as a dense subspace.
Introduction
A linearly ordered topological space (abbreviated LOTS) is a triple (X, A, < >, where (X, < ) is a linearly ordered set and h is the usual interval topology defined by G (i.e., A is the topology generated by ((a, +>: a ~23 U (( + , a>: aEX}asasubbase),where(a, ~)=(~~X:a<x)and(c,a)={a~X:u>x}.
Similarly confusion, we shall omit to mention of A (or 7) and < , and write simply "Let X be a LOTS (GO space)". A topological space (X, 7), where T is a topology on a set X, is said to be orderuble if (X, T, < ) is a LOTS for some linear ordering < on X. Similarly, we write simply "Let X be an orderable space" if it will cause no confusion. A LOTS Y = (Y, A, < y> is said to be a linearly ordered extension of a GO space X = (X, r, <x > if Xc Y, r = A I X and <x = <y 1 X. Furthermore if X is closed (respectively dense) in the space (Y, A), then Y is said to be a linearly ordered c-extension (respectively d-extension) of X. Similarly an orderable space Y = (Y, 7r> is said to be an orderable Cc-, d-j extension of a GO space X = (X, 7x7 < ) if X is a (closed, dense) subset of Y and TV = or 1 X. Note that every GO space has a compact linearly ordered d-extension [2,3.12.3] . Let X=(X, 7, < > be a GO space and A the usual order topology on X. Defineasubset X*=(X,7, <)* of XXZ by X*=Xx {0} U {(x, n): XEX, [x, -+) ET-A and n CO} 
Existence of a minimal linearly ordered d-extension
First we define a LOTS X for a GO space X. Let X = (X, r, < > be a GO space and A the usual order topology on X. Define a subset X= (X, T, < >" of Xx { -1, 0, 11 by Throughout this paper, we identify X with XX 101 and consider X as a LOTS by the lexicographic order Z on X. The LOTS X is sometimes denoted by (8, h, P >. Then it is straightforward to show that X is a linearly ordered d-extension of X. Note that X* is not a linearly ordered extension of X under the natural correspondence, and that X * = d = X if X is a LOTS.
In the following theorem, we prove that, for a GO space X, X can be considered as a minimal (in the sense of inclusion) linearly ordered d-extension of X. Obviously, we have f(x) =x for each x E X. We show:
Claim 2. f is order preserving.
Proof. Let z = (x, n) and z' = (x', n') be points in X with z -?z'. Then it is clear that x GX'. We shall show f(z) <y f(z'). There are six cases: (9 x <x', 
A partial negative answer for Problem 1.2
In this section, we shall give an example which is a partial negative answer for Problem 1.2. Note that if a GO space X has countable cellularity, then so does every orderable d-extension of X, therefore X is perfect by [3, Theorem 2.101. Proof. We may assume that x <y. Suppose that there is a point z E [x, x + E(X)) n[y, y+.4y)).Then x<~<z<x+E(x), sowe have YE(X, x+~(x))cG. But this is a contradiction, because y E K = U -G. This completes the proof of the Subclaim.
By picking up a rational number in (x, x + E(X)) for each x E K, it is clear that IKI < w by the Subclaim. Since {(x, x + F(X)): x E U) is an Euclidean open cover of G, there is a countable subset U' c U such that G = U((x, x + E(X)):
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
It is easy to show that [x, +> E T -A if and only if x E (0, 11, and (+ , x] E T -A if and only if x E C -{l}, where h is the usual order topology on X (so, the Euclidean topology). Therefore X is represented by XX {O) U (0, 11 X (-l} U (C -ill) x 111. Next we show:
Claim 2. The space 2? is not perfect.
Proof. We naturally consider that X is a subset of X. Then the subset C of X is open in X. Suppose that C is an &-set of X such that C = U{F,: n E N) and each 
Hereditary properties to linearly ordered d-extensions
In this section, we consider the following problem. 
